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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555.

ATTN: Dr. Robert Bernero, Director
Office of Nucl. ear
Material Safety and Safeguards

Request for Approval of
Decommissioning Plan Changos:

Sequence of Performing Decommissioning Activities
and Component Cutting / Removal Locations
Shoreham Nuclear Power Station - Unit 1

Docket No. 50-322'

Ref: (1) LIPA (S. Klimberg) letter SNRC-1832 to NRC (Document
Control Desk) dated August 26, 1991.

(2) LIPA (S. Klimberg) letter SNRC-1859 to NRC (Document
Control Desk) dated November 27, 1991.

(3) LIPA-(L.M. Hill) letter LSNRC-1969 to NRC (Document
Control Desk) dated June 26, 1992.

(4) LIPA (L.M. Hill) letter L6NRC-1971 to NRC (Document
Control Desk) dated June 29, 1992.

Gentlemen:

This letter identifies changes LIPA desires to implement in the
activities identified in the Shoreham Decommissioning Plan.(DP)
and supplements (Refs. 1 and 2). These. changes are in the
sequencing of certain activities and in the location of component
cutting / removal. The following details are_provided in order to
adequately document the bases for.these changes,.and to secure
approval for further implementation of decommissioning activities
per condition-(4) of the Shoreham Decommissioning-Order. Without
NRC approval of the shroud sequence change, the-remaining in

| vessel decommissioning activities will be on hold beginning
j sonetime during the day shift on July 8, 1992.
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Shroud

In the reference (1) letter, LIPA informed the NRC Staff that the
shroud (above the core plate) would be removed from the RPV in
ring sections, and placed in the Wet Cutting Station (NCS),
before starting with removal of the jet pump ram's head in the
RPV. NRC approval is needed so that LIPA may leave the third
shroud ring section in the RPV, then proceed with' jet pump / ram's
head removal dependent upon segmentation progress in.the WCS.

This sequence change is a result of insufficient space in the WCS
for 3 shroud ring sections plus the top guide. The insufficient
space occurred due to the delay in starting the WCS segmentation
activities which will begin upon NRC approval of the WCS changes
submitted in reference (4). LIPA's plan is to place the jet
pump (s) / ram's head (s) -in the WCS. However,-if.this is not
possible because of insufficient space, they will be stored in a
shielded location such as on the core support plate in the RPV to
keep radiation doses ALARA. The sequence change is minor in
nature, and will offer significant project cost and schedule
benefits (workers can continue with cutting activities, and the
Internals Work Platform (IWP) schedule will not be affected),
without incurring radiological penalties or adversely affecting
worker or public safety.

Jet Pumps
,

In the reference (3) letter, LIPA informed the NRC Staff that all
jet pump components will be-removed from the RPV using the
underwater plasma arc cutting (PAC) method.

As further clarification, the jet pump components will be placed
directly in radwaste containers for offsite shipment, or will be
further segmented if required underwater with PAC, as opposed to.
in air in the Dry Cutting Station (DCS) as described in reference
(1). Performing this work underwater will offer increased ALARA-
benefits.

Core Support Plate

In references (1) and (2), LIPA informed the NRC Staff it would
remove the-core support plate from the RPV using plasma arc
cutting in air and further segment it in the DCS if required.
The_ proposed plan is to use the underwater plasma arc cutting
method. Also, the core support plate will be removed with the
last (fourth) shroud ring section as opposed to cutting its hold
down studs to free it as described in reference (1), and will
then be transferred to the WCS for further segmentation.- The
core support plate is activated and, therefore, the underwater
plasma arc cutting method will offer increased ALARA benefits.
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vessel Draining

In reference (1), LIPA stated that after jet pump ram's head
removal, debris / sediment would be removed from the lower %1ssel
head, and then the vessel would be fully drained. Since it is
now intended to cut the jet pumps (including the ram's heads) and
core support plate from inside the RPV using underwater PAC as
previously described, debris / sediment removal will occur after
these components are removed from the RPV. Vessel level will-be
lowered, as required, to relocate the IWP to access the
components to be cut. Final vessel draining will occur after
these components are removed.

Conclusion

The above information demonstrates that the proposed changes to
the DP offer ALARA, cost and schedule benefits. Therefore, LIPA
hereby respectfully requests that the NRC' review and approve
these changes on an expedited basis.

Should you have any questions or require additional information,
please do not hesitate to contact my office.

Very truly yours,

d
l
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L. Hill
ResibentManager
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cc: S. Brown
T. T. Martin
B. Norris


